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Abstract
In this paper, we construct the common eigenstates of ”transla-
tion” operators {Us} and establish the generalized Kq representation
[1, 2]on integral noncommutative torus T 2N . We then study the finite
rotation group G in noncommutative space as a mapping in the Kq
representation and prove a Blocking Theorem. We finally obtain the
complete set of projection operators on the integral noncommutative
orbifold T 2N/G in terms of the generalized Kq representation. Since
projectors are soliton solutions on noncommutative space in the limit
α′Bij → ∞(Θij/α′ → 0), we thus obtain all soliton solutions on that
orbifold T 2N/G.
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1 Introduction
The idea about the noncommutative space-time coordinates occurred rather
long ago [3]. A lot of work develops the idea extensively from the perspectives
of both mathematics and physics[4, 5, 6]. In the past few years, it has been
shown that some noncommutative gauge theories can be embedded in string
theories[7, 8, 9]. Seiberg and Witten[9] pointed out that in the presence of
constant B- field, the effective action of string theory can equivalently be de-
scribed in terms of noncommutative gauge theory. Another intriguing finding
about noncommutative field theory is the UV/IR mixing arising from non-
commutativity of spacetime[23, 24]. Noncommutative geometry can also be
applied to condensed matter physics. The currents and density of a system of
electrons in a strong magnetic field may be described by a noncommutative
quantum field theory [10, 11, 12]. The connection between a finite quantum
Hall system and a noncommutative Chern-Simon Matrix model first pro-
posed by [13] was further elaborated in papers [14, 15]. Many papers are
concentrated on the research for the related questions about the quantum
Hall effect [16]-[22].
Solitons in various noncommutative theories have played a central role in
understanding the physics of noncommutative theories and certain aspects of
string theories. One of the reasons why the quantum Hall effect has received
so many concerns is that the quantum Hall effect provides us with a prac-
tical objection embodying rich relations among soliton and noncommutative
theory and string theory [17, 21, 22, 25]. In string theory, the existence and
form of these classical solutions known as solitons are fairly independent of
the details of the theory, making them useful to probe the string behavior.
Soliton solutions and study of integrable systems in context of noncommuta-
tive space have attracted a lot of interests[26]-[30]. Noncommutative solitons
are comprehended as D-branes in string field theory with a background B
field. Many of Sen’s conjectures [31, 32] regarding tachyon condensation in
string field theory have been beautifully confirmed using properties of non-
commutative solitons.
String theory demands that there are some compactified dimensions in
the target space. Connes, Douglas and Schwartz studied the question of com-
pactification on noncommutative tori of two kinds of Matrix models in terms
of noncommutative geometry [8]. To study the soliton solution on noncom-
mutative compactified space is instructive. Although Derrick’s theorem for-
bids the existence of soliton solution in 2+1 dimensional commutative scalar
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field theory[33], however Gopakumar, Minwalla and Strominger found pro-
jectors can be used to construct the soliton solutions in the noncommutative
space[34]. Thus to study projection operators on various noncommutative
space is endowed by direct physical meaning. Reiffel [35] constructed the
complete set of projection operators on the noncommutative torus. On the
basis Boca studied the projection operators on noncommutative orbifold [36]
obtaining important results and showed the well-known example of projec-
tion operator for T 2/Z4 in terms of the elliptic function. Soliton solutions
in noncommutative gauge theory were introduced by Polychronakos in [37].
Martinec and Moore in their important article deeply studied soliton so-
lutions namely projectors on a wide variety of orbifolds, and the relation
between physics and mathematics in this area [38]. Gopakumar, Headrick
and Spradlin gave a rather apparent method to construct the multi-soliton
solution on noncommutative integrable torus with generic τ [39]. We have
shown projection operators of a manifest covariant form on noncommutative
orbifold T 2/Z4[41].
The noncommutative spaces in string theory origin from the D-brane on
which the bottom of open string moves. In general D-brane is high dimen-
sional. So the study of soliton solutions in compactified high dimensional
spaces is very helpful for us to understand the properties of D-brane. In
solid physics the 3-dimensional coordinates space together with the dual mo-
menta space constitutes a 6-dimensional noncommutative phase space. Since
the spacial objects studied in solid physics possess periodicities, the phase
space must be also a lattice space. There has been some work to do with
the lattice model on high dimensional space. For example, Dai and Song
defined hypercubic group in any dimensions and carried out detailed calcula-
tion on the structure and representation of the four dimensional cubic group
O4 and its double group [40].In this paper we study the general solutions of
projectors in high dimensional noncommutative space T 2N/G in the integral
case. Concretely, for the case of N = 3, what we are studying is the projec-
tor invariant under the rotation which keeps the six-dimensional phase-space
lattice invariant and might be useful in solid state physics.
This paper is organized as following: in Section 2 we define operators
in the noncommutative space T 2N/G, where G is a finite subgroup of ro-
tation group SO(2N). We can prove that in general the problem in high
dimensional noncommutative space doesn’t degenerate into the case of di-
rect product of two dimensions. Thus it is necessary to directly deal with
the questions in the high dimensional case. In Section 3, we establish com-
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mon eigenstates
{∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉} of the wrapping operators {Us}, namely the gen-
eralized Kq representation in the high dimensional case. In Section 4, we
explore the properties of base vectors such as orthogonality, completeness
and quasi-periodicity. In Section 5, we study the transformation of
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉
under action of rotation group G and then prove the Blocking Theorem and
related propositions. Finally, in the integral case we construct the complete
set of projection operators in the noncommutative orbifold T 2N/G in Section
6.
2 Operators On the Noncommutative T 2N/G
Give a set of hermiltian operators {xi} , i = 1, 2, · · · , 2N
[xi, xj] = iθij , (1)
where {θij} is an antisymmetric real matrix. The noncommutative space
R2N is formed by the Tailor series of xi.We can construct unitary operators,
under action of which, xj undergoes ”translation ” transformation
Us = e
iCjsxj , s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N, (2)
xj −→ x′j = U−1s xjUs = xj + djs, (3)
where djs = [xj , iCj′sxj′] = −Cj′sθjj′. In this paper we only consider the case
in which the translations don’t degenerate, namely det dsj 6= 0. We have
det θjj′ 6= 0, detCj′s 6= 0. (4)
The ”translations” in terms of {Us} generate a set of lattice in the R2N
space. We define the set of all the Tailor series which commute with {Us}
as noncommutative torus T 2N . It is verified that they are composed of the
Laurent series of {us}, s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N , where
us = e
icjsxj , s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N, (5)
commuting with all the Us
[Us, us′] = 0, s, s
′ = 1, 2, · · · , 2N (6)
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Now we consider a finite subgroup G of SO(2N), G = {Rk}:
Rk : xj → x′j = (ℜk)jl xl = R−1k xjRk (7)
Us → U ′s = eiCjsx
′
j = eiCjs(ℜk)jlxl. (8)
In this paper we study the case of any s, we always have
U ′s ≡ R−1k UsRk = ηsk
∏
s′
(Us′)
Kss′ , Kss′ ∈ Z (integer) (9)
det (Kss′) = 1.
Namely under action of Rk, Us changes according to an integer matrix K.
The group G doesn’t change the noncommutative torus. The set of operators
which commute with {Us} and are invariant under action of {Rk} forms
noncommutative orbifold T 2N/G.When all the Us commute with each other,
we call the noncommutative torus T 2N integral. In this paper we study the
projectors P on the integral noncommutative orbifold T 2N/G, namely the
operators satisfying:
P 2 = P, (10)
[Us, P ] = 0, (11)
[Rk, P ] = 0. (12)
3 The Common Eigenvectors of the Wrap-
ping Operators {Us}
In this section, we construct common eigenstates of the wrapping operators
{Us} on the integral T 2N . Set
Cjsxj = ys, (13)
we have
Us = e
iys. (14)
Due to the mutual commutativity of {Us}, we get
[ys, ys′] = 2πilss′, (15)
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where lss′ is an integer number. It can be verified that in the case of det (lss′ ) 6=
0, lss′ ∈ Z, which is the consequence of (4), we can always expand ys as the
linear combination of the operators {pˆl, qˆl} , l = 1, 2, · · ·N
ys =
N∑
l=1
αlspˆl +
N∑
l=1
βlsqˆl ≡ ~αs · ~ˆp + ~βs · ~ˆq, (16)
such that αsl are integer numbers, βsl are rational numbers times 2π and
{pˆl, qˆl} satisfies the following canonical commutation relations:
[qˆj , pˆj′] = iδjj′, [qˆj , qˆj′] = [pˆj , pˆj′] = 0. (17)
The N-dimensional vectors ~αs and ~βs are defined via (16). Eq. (15) and (16)
imply
~βs · ~αs′ − ~βs′ · ~αs = 2πlss′, lss′ ∈ Z (18)
Since αsj are integers, from (4) it can be shown that in the N-dimensional
space for the 2N vectors {~αs} we can always find N vectors {~aj} which satisfy
the following conditions,
~αs =
N∑
j=1
Z¯js~aj ; (19)
~aj =
2N∑
s=1
Zsj~αs, (20)
where Z¯js, Zsj ∈ Z (standing for integer) , s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N, j = 1, 2, · · · , N.
Note that the solution of Zsj in (20) is not unique, we can arbitrarily choose
one from them and define
~γj ≡
2N∑
s=1
Zsj~βs, (21)
We then have from (18),(20) and (21)
~βs · ~aj − ~γj · ~αs = 2πl¯js ;
~γj · ~aj′ − ~γj′ · ~aj = 2πl¯jj′. (22)
with l¯js, l¯jj′ ∈ Z.
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Now we start constructing the common eigenstates of {Us}. Consider the
lattice vectors generated by {~aj} in the N-dimensional space:
~m = ~r{mj} =
N∑
j=1
mj~aj, mj ∈ Z. (23)
From (19) any vector generated by linear combination of ~αs with integral
coefficients is located on the lattice. Now we set the common eigenstates of
{Us} as follows, ∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 =∑
~m
ei(~m
TA~m+~m· ~B) |~q + ~m〉 , (24)
where ~B, ~q, ~m are all N-dimensional vectors, and A is an N ×N real matrix,
the sum goes over all the lattice sites. |~q + ~m〉 is common eigenstate of the
coordinate operators {qˆj},
qˆj |~q + ~m〉 = (~q + ~m)j |~q + ~m〉 . (25)
Note:
(~m)j =
N∑
l=1
ml (~al)j 6= mj .
We require
Us
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 = λs ( ~B, ~q) ∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 (26)
obtaining
e−
i
2
(~αs·~βs)ei~αs·~ˆpei
~βs ·ˆ~q
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 (27)
= e−
i
2
(~αs·~βs)
∑
~m
ei(~m
TA~m+~m· ~B)ei
~βs·(~q+~m) |~q + ~m− ~αs〉 (28)
Since ~m − ~αs is also at the lattice site due to (19), we may rewrite the
right-hand side of (28) as
Us
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 = e− i2(~αs·~βs)∑
~m′
ei((~m
′+~αs)
T
A(~m′+~αs)+(~m′+~αs)· ~B)ei
~βs·(~q+~m
′+~αs) |~q + ~m′〉
= λs
∑
~m
ei(~m
TA~m+~m· ~B) |~q + ~m〉 .
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Naturally we demand
ei(~α
T
s (A+AT )~m+~βs·~m) = λse
i(~αTs A~αs−~αs· ~B−~βs·~q)+ i2~αs·~βs (29)
to be valid for all ~m belonging to the lattice vectors in (23). The rhs of the
above equation is independent of the lattice sites, requiring the condition
~αTs
(
A+ AT
)
~m+ ~βs · ~m ∈ 2πZ (30)
should be satisfied for all ~m. Since ~m may be generated by the integral
coefficient linear combination of ~αs, this means
~αTs
(
A + AT
)
~αs′ + ~βs · ~αs′ ∈ 2πZ (31)
for all s, s′. If the N × N matrix A satisfies the above condition, then (26)
holds with
λs = λ
(
s, ~B, ~q
)
= ei(−~α
T
s A~αs+~αs·
~B+~βs·~q−
1
2
~αs·~βs).
Define gs by
−~αTs A~αs −
1
2
~αs · ~βs = πgs, gs ∈ Z (32)
λs = (−1)gs ei(~αs· ~B+~βs·~q). (33)
When A = AT ,(see (39) below) we have gs ∈ Z from (31). In order to solve
matrix A satisfying Eq.(31), we consider the following equation:
~aTj
(
A+ AT
)
~aj′ + ~γj · ~aj′ = 2πTjj′ Tjj′ ∈ Z (34)
For the convenience, we define N ×N matrices H and a via
Hjj′ = ~a
T
j
(
A+ AT
)
~aj′, (35)
akj ≡ (~aj)k , (36)
H = aT
(
A+ AT
)
a. (37)
The crucial point is that H must be symmetric. Since we have det a 6= 0 and
there exists the inverse of a, so long as we could find symmetric matrix H
satisfying the following equation:
Hjj′ + ~γj · ~aj′ = 2πTjj′. (38)
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then Eq.(34) can be solved. Actually, we may set
2A =
(
a−1
)T
Ha−1 ≡ X. (39)
Due to
XT =
(
a−1
)T
HTa−1 = X, (40)
Eq.(34) can be verified. Next we solve matrix H :
1. When j ≤ j′, for an arbitrary integer matrix elements Tjj′.Let
Hjj′ = 2πTjj′ − ~γj · ~aj′
Eq.(38) is certainly satisfied.
2. When j > j′, we take
Hjj′ = Hj′j = 2πTj′j − ~γj′ · ~aj .
Due to (22)
Hjj′ + ~γj · ~aj′ = 2πTj′j − ~γj′ · ~aj + ~γj · ~aj′
= 2πTj′j + 2πl¯jj′ = 2π
(
Tj′j + l¯jj′
)
Therefore, when j > j′ we set
Tjj′ = Tj′j + l¯jj′,
which is an integer.
Eq.(38) then holds for all cases. That is
~aTj
(
A+ AT
)
~aj′ + ~γj · ~aj′ ∈ 2πZ.
From (19), we obtain
~aTj
(
A+ AT
)
~αs + ~γj · ~αs ∈ 2πZ,
By (22) we have
~αTs
(
A+ AT
)
~aj + ~βs · ~aj ∈ 2πZ,
We further have
~αTs′
(
A+ AT
)
~αs + ~αs′ · ~βs ∈ 2πZ.
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4 The Properties of Eigenvector
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉
4.1 Periodicity
In an N-dimensional space we define N vectors
{
~bj
}
dual to {~aj} , satisfying
~aj ·~bj′ = 2πδjj′. (41)
Due to ∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 =∑
~m
ei(~m
TA~m+~m· ~B) |~q + ~m〉 , (42)
and From (23) we have ∣∣∣ ~B +~bj , ~q〉 = ∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 . (43)
We also have∣∣∣ ~B − ~γj , ~q + ~aj〉 =∑
~m
ei(~m
TA~m+~m·( ~B−~γj)) |~q + ~aj + ~m〉 . (44)
On the other hand, since ~aj is on the lattice formed by ~m, we have∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 = ∑
~m+~aj
ei(~m+~aj)
TA(~m+~aj)+i( ~aj+~m)· ~B |~q + ~m+ ~aj〉
=
∑
~m
ei~m
TA~m+i~m· ~B+i~aTj (A+AT )~m+i~aTj A~aj+i~aj · ~B |~q + ~m+ ~aj〉 . (45)
From (34), we have
~aTj
(
A+ AT
)
~m+ ~γj ~m ∈ 2πZ.
Comparing (44) and (45), we have∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 = ei( ~ajTA~aj+ ~aj · ~B) ∣∣∣ ~B − ~γj, ~q + ~aj〉 . (46)
So the eigenstate
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 has two sets of quasi-periodicity relations. In the
view of 2N-dimensional
{
~B, ~q
}
space, the two sets of quasi-periodic vectors
are respectively {
~bj , 0
}
and
{−~γj ,~aj} . (47)
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j = 1, 2, · · · , N (48)
Similarly, we can prove that for s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 = ei(~αTs A ~αs+ ~αs· ~B) ∣∣∣ ~B − ~βs, ~q + ~αs〉 . (49)
4.2 Orthogonal Relation
Consider the unit cell Va composed of {~aj} and the unit cell Vb composed of{
~bj
}
.
< ~B′, ~q′| ~B, ~q >=
∑
~m~m′
e−i~m
′TA~m′−i~m′· ~B′+i~mTA~m+i~m· ~BδN (~q − ~q′ + ~m− ~m′) .
(50)
When ~q and ~q′ are both inside Va, only when ~m = ~m
′, δN (~q − ~q′ + ~m− ~m′) 6=
0, then
< ~B′, ~q′| ~B, ~q > =
∑
~m
ei~m·(
~B− ~B′)δN (~q − ~q′)
= δN (~q − ~q′)
∑
{mj∈Z}
ei
∑
j mj~aj ·( ~B− ~B′). (51)
Considering the case that ~B and ~B′ are both inside Vb, we have
~B − ~B′ =
∑
j
~bj
(
cj − c′j
)
, − 1 < cj − c′j < 1,
∣∣∣~aj · ( ~B − ~B′)∣∣∣ < 2π.
The right-hand side of Eq.(51) becomes
δN (~q − ~q′)
∏
j
(2π) δ
(
~aj ·
(
~B − ~B′
))
= δN (~q − ~q′)
∏
j
δ
(
cj − c′j
)
. (52)
Therefore in the unit cell Va×Vb, the different eigenstates
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 are orthog-
onal.
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4.3 Completeness
Consider the integration over unit cell V ′2 = Va × Vb
£ =
∫
V ′
2
dN ~BdN~q
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉〈 ~B, ~q∣∣∣
=
∫
V ′
2
dN ~BdN~q
∑
~m~m′
e−i~m
′TA~m′−i~m′· ~B+i~mTA~m+i~m· ~B |~q + ~m〉 〈~q + ~m′| .(53)
Let ~B =
∑
j
~bjcj , we have
ei(~m−~m
′)· ~B = e2πi
∑
j(mj−m′j)·cj .
The integration with respect to ~B inside the unit cell Vb can be realized
through changing it into the integration with respect to cj ∈ [0, 1) ,∫
Vb
dNBei(~m−~m
′)· ~B = {0 ~m6=~m′υb ~m=~m′,
where υb is the volume of Vb in Eq.(53). Then we have
£ =
∫
Va
υbd
N~q
∑
~m
|~q + ~m〉 〈~q + ~m| (54)
= υb
∫ ∞
−∞
∏
j
dqj |~q〉 〈~q| = υbid.
We then get the completeness condition:
id =
1
υb
∫
V ′
2
dN ~BdN~q
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉〈 ~B, ~q∣∣∣ . (55)
Since we have the other set of periodic vectors (47) we can also rewrite the
completeness condition and orthogonal condition (52) in V2 = V
′
a×Vb, where
V ′a is the unit cell composed of quasi-periodic vectors (48).
4.4 Degenerate Lattice
Now we study the degeneracy of eigenvalue λs
(
~B, ~q
)
of Us in the space(
~B, ~q
)
. Consider a 2N-dimensional vector
(
~αs
~βs
)
≡ ~ws. From (4) det (Cjs) 6=
12
0, we know that {~ys} are linearly independent of each other. We can always
find the dual 2N-dimensional vectors ~τ s satisfying
~ws · ~τ s′ = 2πδss′, s, s′ = 1, 2, · · · , 2N (56)
then when ( △ ~B
△~q
)
=
∑
s
~τ sns, ns ∈ Z,
we have
~αs · △ ~B + ~βs · △~q = ~ws ·
∑
s′
~τ s′ns′ =
∑
s′
2πδss′ns′ = 2πns. (57)
Then from (33),
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 and ∣∣∣ ~B +△ ~B, ~q +△~q〉 are degenerate for the eigen-
values of all {Us} .Consider the unit cell σ00 made up of {~τ s} in the
(
~B, ~q
)
space. The eigenstates of
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 and ∣∣∣ ~B′, ~q′〉 which respectively correspond
to two different points
(
~B
~q
)
and
(
~B′
~q′
)
inside σ00 are not degenerate.
Let us check this in the following(
~B′ − ~B
~q′ − ~q
)
=
( △ ~B
△~q
)
=
∑
s
~τ sνs, − 1 < νs < 1, (58)
λs
(
~B′, ~q′
)
λs
(
~B, ~q
) = ei(~αs·△ ~B+~βs·△~q) = ei ~ws·∑s′ ~τs′νs′ = e2πiνs . (59)
in the region of (58) when and only when νs = 0,the right-hand side of 59
equals to 1.
We call the lattice generated by ~τ s in the
(
~B, ~q
)
space as degenerate
lattice and the unit cell is the nondegenerate region of
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 with respect
to {Us} .
4.5 The Degree of Degeneracy in the Space of
(
~B, ~q
)
.
In the 2N-dimensional
(
~B, ~q
)
space we have three lattices:
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1. The lattice L1 generated by(
~βs
−~αs
)
= J
(
~αs
~βs
)
= J ~ws,
here
J =
(
0 I
−I 0
)
.
2. The lattice L2 generated by
(
~bj
0
)
and
( −~γj
~aj
)
.
3. The lattice L3 generated by ~τ s.
Obviously L3 has to contain L2 because two associated states connected
by the periodic vectors at most differ by a phase factor, therefore the eigenval-
ues with respect to Us must be the same, and the periodic vectors have to be
vectors belonging to L3,we denote the vectors in L3 by~t =
∑2N
s=1 ~τ sns, ns ∈ Z.
On the other hand, we can prove that J ~ws belongs to the periodic lattice
vectors as follows:
ei(~α·~ˆp+
~β·ˆ~q)
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 = e− i2(~α·~β)ei~α·~ˆpei~β ·ˆ~q∑
~m
ei(~m
TA~m+~m· ~B) |~q + ~m〉
= e−
i
2
(~α·~β)ei~α·~ˆp
∑
~m
ei~m
TA~m+i~m·( ~B+~β) |~q + ~m〉
= e−
i
2
(~α·~β)ei
~β·~q
∑
~m
ei~m
TA~m+i~m·( ~B+~β) |~q + ~m− ~α〉
= e−
i
2
(~α·~β)ei
~β·~q
∣∣∣ ~B + ~β, ~q − ~α〉 (60)
However, when taking ~α = ~αs, ~β = ~βs, on the left hand side of (60) equals
to Us
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 = λs ∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 , so
(
~βs
−~αs
)
belongs to periodic lattice too, L1 is
naturally contained in L2.
L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ L3. (61)
In order to calculate how many points of L2 there exist in a unit cell of
L1 and how many points of L3 in a unit cell of L2, we compare the volumes
of three kinds of unit cells and respectively set them to be υ1, υ2 and υ3
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corresponding to the three kind of unit cells. Let Γ and W be the matrices
defined as Γs′s = (~τ s)s′ ,Ws′s = (~ws)s′ . From (56) we have
Γs′s1Ws′s2 = ~τ s1 · ~ws2 = 2πδs1s2
to give out
ΓTW = 2πI2N×2N
and
det Γ · detW = (2π)2N det I = (2π)2N (62)
Consequently, we have
υ3 = |det Γ| = (2π)2N |detW |−1 (63)
In order to calculate the determinant of W , we calculate W TJW by (18)
W TJW
=


~αT1
~β
T
1
...
...
~αT2N
~β
T
2N


(
0 I
−I 0
)(
~α1 · · · ~α2N
~β1 · · · ~β2N
)
=

 −
~β1 · ~α1 + ~α1 · ~β1 −~β1 · ~α2 + ~α1 · ~β2 · · · −~β1 · ~α2N + ~α1 · ~β2N
...
...
. . .
...
−~β2N · ~α1 + ~α2N · ~β1 −~β2N · ~α2 + ~α2N · ~β2 · · · −~β2N · ~α2N + ~α2N · ~β2N


= −2π

 l11 l12 · · · l1,2N... ... . . . ...
l2N,1 l2N,1 · · · l2N,2N

 .
So we have
det
(
W TJW
)
= (detW )2 det J = (−2π)2N det (lss′) ≡ (−2π)2N detL,
|det J | = 1 =⇒ |detW | = (2π)N
√
|detL|,
The volumes of three kinds of unit cells are given as follows
υ3 =
(2π)N√|detL| , (64)
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υ2 =
∣∣∣∣det
(
b −γ
0 a
)∣∣∣∣ = |det b det a| ,
with bij =
(
~bj
)
i
. From (41) we have
υ2 = (2π)
N .
υ1 = |det JW | = |detW | = (2π)N
√
|detL|.
Thus we can obtain the ratios by volume among the three kinds of unit cells.
υ1
υ2
=
√
|detL|,
υ2
υ3
=
(2π)N
(2π)N 1√
|detL|
=
√
|detL|,
√
|detL| = |PffL| = Nd.
This is the degree of degeneracy in V1.
5 Transformation of
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 under Group G
and Blocking Theorem
In this section we discuss the transformation of the common eigenstates∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 of {Us} under rotation G . When Us = eiys , Rk ∈ G in consistent
with (9),
R−1k ysRk = y
′
s =
∑
s′
Kss′ys′ Kss′ ∈ Z, (65)
detK = 1. (66)
Thus, we have
U ′s = R
−1
k UsRk = ηsk
∏
s′
U
Kss′
s′ , (67)
ηsk = (−1)hsk = ±1. (68)
From
Us
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 = λs ∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 ,
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λs = (−1)gs ei(~αs· ~B+~βs·~q) ≡ (−1)gs eiµs , (69)
we obtain
UsRk
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 = Rk (R−1k UsRk) ∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉
= Rk (−1)hsk
∏
s′
λ
Kss′
s′
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉
= (−1)hsk+
∑
s′ gs′Kss′ ei
∑
s′ Kss′(~αs′ · ~B+~βs′ ·~q)Rk
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 . (70)
So Rk
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 also belongs to the set of eigenstates of {Us}, the eigenvalue of
which is
λ′s = (−1)hsk+
∑
s′ gs′Kss′ ei
∑
s′ Kss′(~αs′ · ~B+~βs′ ·~q) (71)
≡ (−1)gs eiµ′s.
Define 2N-dimensional vectors ~z,~g,~hk as
{ (~z)j = Bj
(~z)N+j = qj
, j = 1, 2, · · · , N
{
(~g)s = gs(
~hk
)
s
= hsk
, s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N
Recall the 2N × 2N matrix W is defined via Ws′s = (~ws)s′ , i.e.
{
Wjs = (~αs)j
Wj+N,s =
(
~βs
)
j
,
j = 1, 2, · · · .N
s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N
Thus, we have
Kss′
(
~αs′ · ~B + ~βs′ · ~q
)
≡ Kss′
(
αjs′Bj + βjs′qj
)
= Kss′Ws′′s′zs′′
=
(
KW T~z
)
s
, (72)
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In Eq.(71)
µ′s =
(
KW T~z
)
s
+ π
(
~hk +K~g − ~g
)
s
=
[
W T
((
W T
)−1
KW T~z + ~△k
)]
s
≡
[
W T
(
K ′~z + ~△k
)]
s
, (73)
where ~△k = π
(
W T
)−1 (~hk + (K − 1)~g) is a constant vector related to Rk.
~△k doesn’t depend on ( ~B, ~q). We know that the states are complete in the
periodic unit cell V2. The common eigenstates of {Us} with certain eigenvalue
can be spanned by
{∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉}
l=1,2,··· ,Nd
, where
(
~B0, ~q0
)
is inside the
nondegenerate little unit cell σ00 which is made by {~τ s}and ~tl are degenerate
lattice vectors in the periodic unit cell V2.
~tl =
2N∑
s=1
~τ snls, (l = 1, 2, · · · , Nd, nls ∈ Z) (74)
For the common eigenstates
∣∣∣ ~B, ~q〉 of {Us} with same eigenvalue, their ( ~B, ~q)
at most differ by a degenerate lattice vector ~tl So, we obtain from (70)
Rk
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉 = Nd∑
l′=1
Al′l
(
~B0, ~q0
) ∣∣∣( ~B′0, ~q′0)+ ~tl′〉 . (75)
Here
(
~B0, ~q0
)
and
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
both belong to the little unit cell σ00. Summation
goes over the degenerate lattice sites in the periodic unit cell V2.
Let (
~B0, ~q0
)
= ~z0,
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
= ~z′0.
Since λs = (−1)gs ei(W~z0)s, λ′s = (−1)gs ei(W~z
′
0)s , thus from (73) we have
~z′0 = K
′~z0 + ~△k − ~t, (76)
where ~t is a degenerate vector of L3
W T~t = 2π~n, (77)
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(~n)l = nl ∈ Z, l = 1, 2, · · · , 2N.
We call the mapping from ~z0 to ~z
′
0 as mapping induced by Rk denoted by Kˇ
in the nondegenerate little unit cell σ00 . Consider an arbitrary degenerate
vector ~t, ~t′ = K ′~t =
(
W T
)−1
KW T~t = 2π
(
W T
)−1
K~n = 2π
(
W T
)−1
~n′ =⇒
W T~t′ = 2π~n′, namely ~t′ still belongs to the set of degenerate lattice vectors.
So mapping K ′ : ~z′ = K ′~z change lattice L3 into lattice L3. The original
whole
(
~B, ~q
)
space Xz = {~z = ~z0 + ~t
∣∣~z0 ∈ σ00,~t ∈ L3} can be built up by
little unit cell σ00 according to degenerate lattice L3. The linear mapping Kˇ
′
on Xz defined as Kˇ
′ : z → ~z′ = K ′~z + ~△k maps Xz into Xz and make σ00
mapped into σ′00. Note that the original Xz can be built up by σ00 according
to degenerate lattice L2, and
detK ′ = det
((
W T
)−1
KW T
)
= detK = 1 (78)
Since ~t′ = K ′~t ∈ L3 the mapping K ′ maps degenerate lattice L3 into L3,
so the space
(
~B, ~q
)
namely Xz can also be built up by σ
′
00 according to
degenerate lattice L3. Based on this fact we infer that when σ00 is generated
by a finite number of 2N−1 dimensional hyper planes (for example let σ00 be
hyper polyhedron built by {~τ s}), σ00 and σ′00 can be made up of the same little
blocks σj1. This is because two kinds of periodic configurations respectively
corresponding to σ00 and σ
′
00 are both able to constitute Xz. The interfaces
of σ00 and σ
′
00 in the configurations form and these little blocks certainly
can build up both σ00 and σ
′
00. The equations (75) and (76) imply that the
mapping
(
~B0, ~q0
)
→
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
can be realized by two steps: first map σ00
into Kˇ ′σ00 = K
′σ00 + ~△k = σ′00, next according to some definite block σj1
drag it back to σ00 by different degenerate vectors ~tj .
Setting the preimage of σj1 to be σ˜
j
1, we have
σj1 = K
′σ˜j1 +
~△k + ~tj
= K ′
(
σ˜j1 +K
′−1
(
~△k + ~tj
))
,
where the σj1 are smaller blocks inside σ00, namely σ
j
1 can be obtained
from σ˜j1 through a linear mapping Kˇ
′(j) : ~z → ~z′ = K ′ × (~z + ~cj), (~cj =
K ′−1
(
~△k + ~tj
)
). From (78) we know this mapping is an volume-preserving
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mapping. So we obtain a result: the effect of Rk acting on the state vec-
tor
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉 is to introduce a mapping ( ~B0, ~q0) → ( ~B′0, ~q′0) as (75).
This mapping can be described as follows: First cut σ00 into finite blocks σ˜
j
1,
which are then respectively linearly mapped into σj1, the shift vector ~cj may
depend on j and be different.
Next, through the following Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we will prove a
Blocking Theorem about the mapping (B0, q0)
R∈G−−−→
Kˇ
(B′0, q
′
0)
Lemma 1 For the mapping Kˇ ′j~z = K ′ × (~z + ~cj) , K ′ 6= I we can always
divide Xz namely the space of
(
~B, ~q
)
into a finite number of sectorial regions
V j. Under the mapping different sectors exchange with each other and the
image of each block doesn’t overlap itself. The meaning of ”overlap” is that
there exist a common 2N-dimensional little continuous regions V j ∩ V j′.
Proof. First let the fixed point of the mapping be at the origin of coordi-
nates.
Matrix K ′(2N × 2N) has the following property:
(K ′)
nk = I.
(G is a finite group, Rnkk = id)The rank of G is finite and K
′ is a 2N -
dimensional representation of a cyclic group. Based on the theorem about fi-
nite group that if the representation is reducible, surely completely reducible,
and a cyclic group only has one-dimensional irreducible representation, after
reduction Matrix K ′ goes to

λ1
λ2
. . .
λ2N


The corresponding invariant sub-space is one-dimensional, namely for eigen-
vector ψj , K
′ψj = λjψj, λ
nk
j = 1, so λj is a nk order root of unity. If λj equals
to 1, ψj can be chosen as a real vector, which is an invariant direction under
action of K ′. If λj is an imaginary number e
iωj , ψj can be decomposed into
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φ1 + iφ2, here φ1 and φ2 are real vectors.
K ′ (φ1 + iφ2) = (cosω + i sinω) (φ1 + iφ2)
= (φ1 cosω − φ2 sinω) + i (φ2 cosω + φ1 sinω) . (79)
Since K ′ is real, we have
=⇒ K ′φ1 = φ1 cosω − φ2 sinω,
K ′φ2 = φ2 cosω + φ1 sinω.
This is a rotation in the plane spanned by φ1 and φ2. The complex conjugate
of (79) implies that the eigenvalue λ = e−iωj corresponding to ψ∗ corresponds
to the same plane too, which is an invariant plane because K ′ always maps
φ1 and φ2 to their linear combination. Since K
′ is completely reducible, we
can prove that we always have a co-subspace which is also invariant.
Let the invariant plane be X ′ and the co-subspace be X ′′. Any vector
~z ∈ Xz can be uniquely decomposed as
~z = ~z1 + ~z2, ~z1 ∈ X ′, ~z2 ∈ X ′′
The above discussion means
K ′~z = K ′(~z1 + ~z2) = K
′~z1 +K
′~z2,
where K ′~z1 ∈ X ′, K ′~z2 ∈ X ′′.Let ~cj = ~cj1 + ~cj2,~cj1 ∈ X ′,~cj2 ∈ X ′′,we have
Kˇ ′~z = K ′(~z1 + ~c
j
1) +K
′(~z2 + ~c
j
2)
with
K ′(~z1 + ~c
j
1) ∈ X ′, K ′(~z2 + ~cj2) ∈ X ′′.
Thus the mapping Kˇ ′ induces a map in X ′, which is a shift ~cj1 that follows
a rotation by equation (79). We can always divide X ′ into nk sector by
lines in X ′, such that after mapping each sector doesn’t overlap itself. These
sectors together with X ′′ form division in Xz, which has the desired property.
Concretely, let
X ′ = D1 ∪D2 · · · ∪Dnk , ~z = ~z1 + ~z2, ~z1 ∈ Dl
Xz = D1 ⊕X ′′ ∪D2 ⊕X ′′ · · · ∪Dnk ⊕X ′′
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K ′(~z1 + ~c
j
1) ∈ Dm, m 6= l
=⇒ Kˇ ′~z = K ′(~z1 + ~cj1) +K ′(~z2 + ~cj2) = ~r1 + ~r2.
~r1 ∈ Dm, ~r2 ∈ X ′′ =⇒ ~r1 + ~r2 ∈ Dm ⊕X ′′,
which doesn’t overlap Dl ⊕X ′′.The lemma is valid.
Lemma 2 For group G (or its any subgroup Gj), to consider any figure point
set of σ00, we can always get a new figure which contains the original figure
(point set), and the figure is invariant under action of G.
Proof. Let any point P1 be mapped into P1, P2, · · · , P|G|, then the point set{
P1, P2, · · · , P|G|
}
doesn’t change. So an arbitrary point set S1 is mapped
by Rk ∈ G into S1, S2, · · · , S|G|, then ∪jSj is an invariant point set.
Theorem 1 (Blocking Theorem) We can always divide the little unit cell σ00
into a finite number of blocks σq3 such that they exchange positions with each
other under transformation Rk ∈ G:
(
~B0, ~q0
)
−→
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
and make their
image not overlap themselves for any Rk 6= id.
Proof. Consider the mapping induced by Rk, which maps the subset of
σ00 : σ˜
j
1 → σj1,
{
σ˜j1
}
and
{
σj1
}
can both build up σ00.Meanwhile the mapping
Kˇ ′(j) :σ˜j1 → σj1 is a linear mapping, which is in general not homogeneous.
Thanks to Lemma 1, we can divide σ˜j1 into several little sections σ˜
p
2, the
image of each little section doesn’t overlap itself under Kˇ ′(j) . This kind
of division together with their image (namely σp2 the division of σ
j
1,) form
a figure by the boundaries of the regions. We do this procedure for every
R ∈ G, and finally get a figure. Based on Lemma 2, we add up the divisions
induced by every group element to obtain the final figure which is invariant
under action of any group element Rk ∈ G. At last we obtain a division of
σ00, named as σ
q
3, which only exchange their position under the action of G,
since the whole figure keep invariant under G and the image of any little block
under Rk ∈ G doesn’t overlap itself, which is because each block included in
the figure certainly belongs to one block of the division {σ˜p2} corresponding
to certain definite Rk, thus Rk must shift its position due to Lemma 1.
Based on the Blocking Theorem, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 1 If the mapping σq3 → σq′3. given by Rk1 and Rk2 are the same,
then Rk1 = Rk2.
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Proof. If not, the mapping given by Rk1 and R
−1
k2
will make σq3 overlap itself,
however it is possible only when Rk1 · R−1k2 = 1. The conclusion follows.
Corollary 2 We can always divide σ00 into a collection of |G| little blocks
σq3(|G| is the rank of group G ), i.e.
{
Sl
}
(l = 1, 2, · · · , |G|),⋃
l
Sl = σ00,
under Rk ∈ G, S1 can be mapped into any set Sk, k = 1, 2, · · · , |G| .
Proof. Arbitrarily to take a little block σq3, each transformation induced by
the group element of G can change it into σq3 = σ
q1
3 , σ
q2
3 , · · · , σ
q|G|
3 , There is no
superposition for these blocks due to corollary 1. Using the above method,
pick out |G| σq3 and deal with the rest similarly. Since the number of the
blocks is finite, the selection can always be finished. Therefore the S1 can be
made up of the first blocks picking out every time, the corollary is obtained.
Corollary 3 Let σ4 ⊂ σqj3 be a continuous region belonging to Xz, its di-
mension is 2N, if the mapping by both Rk1 and Rk2 send σ4 to the same
continuous region σ′4 ⊂ σ
q′j
3 , then we have
Rk1
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉 = Rk2 ∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉 . (80)
Proof. Due to Lemma 1, Rk1 = Rk2 .
6 The Complete Set of the Projectors of
T2N/G
Next we will construct the complete set of the projectors on T 2N/G. Let Oˆ
be an operator on T 2N and Oˆ commutates with {Us} . Let |ψ〉 be the common
eigenstate of {Us}, then Oˆ |ψ〉 is also their common eigenstate.
UsOˆ |ψ〉 = OˆUs |ψ〉 = λsOˆ |ψ〉 ,
namely Oˆ |ψ〉 is also the eigenstate of Us with the same eigenvalue as for
|ψ〉. So we have
Oˆ
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉 =∑
l′
M0l′l
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl′〉 , (81)
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M0l′l is a function with respect to
(
~B0, ~q0
)
.Obviously,
AˆBˆ
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl′〉 = Aˆ∑
l′
MBl′l
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl′〉
=
∑
l′l′′
MBl′lM
A
l′′l′
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl′′〉
=
(
MAMB
)
l′′l
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl′′〉 . (82)
Let MP
(
~B0 ~q0
)
be the corresponding Nd × Nd matrix, then for every pro-
jector of T 2N , we have
P →MP
(
~B0 ~q0
)
,(
MP
)2
=MP .
Since
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl′′〉 is orthogonal and complete, we may rewrite (55) as
id =
1
υ
Nd∑
l=1
∫
σ
00
dN ~B0d
N~q0
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉〈( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl∣∣∣ .
Thus any operator Oˆ can be expressed by their corresponding M0l′l
(
~B0, ~q0
)
as
Oˆ =
1
v
∑
l
∫
σ00
dNB0d
Nq0Oˆ
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉〈( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl∣∣∣
=
1
v
∑
ll′
∫
σ00
dNB0d
Nq0M
0
l′l
(
~B0, ~q0
) ∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl′〉〈( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl∣∣∣ .
(83)
Conversely, for a given M0l′l
(
~B0, ~q0
)
we can construct an operator Oˆ
via the right-hand side of (83). One can show that the operator satisfies
[Oˆ, Us] = 0, (s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N) and the equation (81).
Next we study the relation between the M
(
~B0, ~q0
)
matrices before and
after action of rotation R. Recall (75), we have
|ψ〉 = R−1OˆR
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉 = R−1OˆAl′l ( ~B0, ~q0) ∣∣∣( ~B′0, ~q′0)+ ~tl′〉
=
∑
l′l′′
Al′l
(
~B0, ~q0
)
Ml′′l′
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
R−1
∣∣∣( ~B′0, ~q′0)+ ~tl′′〉 . (84)
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Let
R−1
∣∣∣( ~B′0, ~q′0)+ ~tl′′〉 =∑
k
AR−1
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
kl′′
∣∣∣( ~B′′0 , ~q′′0)+ ~tk〉
Because when Oˆ = id,we have
R−1IR
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉 = ∑
kl′l′′
Al′l
(
~B0, ~q0
)
δl′′l′
(
AR−1
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
))
kl′′
∣∣∣( ~B′′0 , ~q′′0)+ ~tk〉
=
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉
=⇒
(
~B′′0 , ~q
′′
0
)
=
(
~B0, ~q0
)
,
AR−1
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
=
[
A
(
~B0, ~q0
)]−1
≡ A−1
(
~B0, ~q0
)
.
So, Eq.(84) becomes
|ψ〉 =
[
A−1
(
~B0, ~q0
)
M
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
A
(
~B0, ~q0
)]
kl
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tk〉 , (85)
namely, when Oˆ corresponds to M, R−1OˆR corresponds to
M˜
(
~B0, ~q0
)
= A−1
(
~B0, ~q0
)
M
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
A
(
~B0, ~q0
)
.
We have
M
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
= A
(
~B0, ~q0
)
M˜
(
~B0, ~q0
)
A−1
(
~B0, ~q0
)
. (86)
Then in order to make Oˆ invariant under R, we need the sufficient and
necessary condition
M˜ =M (87)
as a matrix function of
(
~B0, ~q0
)
. Namely,
A
(
~B0, ~q0
)
M
(
~B0, ~q0
)
A−1
(
~B0, ~q0
)
= M
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
. (88)
In the following, we begin to construct the complete set of the operators
P :
First of all, in a little region S1 of σ00, one matrix M( ~B0, ~q0) satisfying
M2 = M can certainly be generated by the general formula M( ~B0, ~q0) =
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T−1( ~B0, ~q0)M0( ~B0, ~q0)T ( ~B0, ~q0)(ref.[41]), where M0( ~B0, ~q0) is an arbitrary di-
agonal matrix with diagonal elements taking 0 or 1, and T is an arbitrary
invertible matrix. T and M0 are both functions with respect to ( ~B0, ~q0).
Through the equation (88) we assign M in the region Sk as
M
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
= ARk
(
~B0, ~q0
)
M
(
~B0, ~q0
)
A−1Rk
(
~B0, ~q0
)
, (89)
where
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
is the image of
(
~B0, ~q0
)
induced by Rk ∈ G, A is the matrix
corresponding to Rk. By corollary 2, this construction can cover the whole
cell σ00. We thus get M corresponding to the whole σ00. The M
(
~B0, ~q0
)
in
the whole σ00 keeps invariant under action of any group element R ∈ G. The
following is the proof:
Proof. Let
M˜
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
= A
(
~B0, ~q0
)
M
(
~B0, ~q0
)
A−1
(
~B0, ~q0
)
. (90)
where R maps
(
~B0, ~q0
)
to
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
.
1. If
(
~B0, ~q0
)
∈ S1, according to the construction, the conclusion is obvi-
ously valid.
2. If
(
~B0, ~q0
)
/∈ S1, set
(
~B0, ~q0
)
∈ S ′ ,
(
~B0, ~q0
)
= R′
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
where R′
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
is the mapping from point
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
in the S1 to
(
~B0, ~q0
)
, then under
R, from (90) we have
M˜
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
= AR
(
~B0, ~q0
)
M
(
~B0, ~q0
)
A−1R
(
~B0, ~q0
)
= AR
(
~B0, ~q0
)
AR′
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
M
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
A−1R′
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
A−1R
(
~B0, ~q0
)
.
(91)
Since under action of the group elements of G, the transformation of∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl〉 should form a representation of G, we have (75)
AR
(
~B0, ~q0
)
AR′
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
= A(RR′)
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
.
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The mapping induced by (RR′) in the σ00 just send
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
→
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
:
RR′
∣∣∣( ~˜B, ~˜q)+ ~tl1〉 = RAR′ ( ~˜B, ~˜q)
l2l1
∣∣∣( ~B0, ~q0)+ ~tl2〉
= AR′
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
l2l1
AR
(
~B0, ~q0
)
l3l2
∣∣∣( ~B′0, ~q′0)+ ~tl3〉
= A(RR′)
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
l3l1
∣∣∣( ~B′0, ~q′0)+ ~tl3〉 . (92)
So, we get
AR
(
~B0, ~q0
)
AR′
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
= A(RR′)
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
(93)
From (91) we have
M˜
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
= A(RR′)
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
M
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
A−1(RR′)
(
~˜B, ~˜q
)
. (94)
From (92) we see that RR′ maps S1 to S ′ which implies M˜
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
=
M
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
. Thus based on the above construction, the right hand side of
(94) equals to M
(
~B′0, ~q
′
0
)
. Since M constructed like this keeps invariant
under action of any R ∈ G, the corresponding operator formed as (83) is also
invariant under G. Due to M2 = M in the region S1, we get M˜2 = M˜ . By
construction, therefore M2 =M also holds in the other regions Sk.
So, we achieve the complete set of projectors on the T 2N/G.
7 Discussion
When we take
M
(
~B0, ~q0
)
l2l1
=
<
(
~B0, ~q0
)
+ ~tl2 |Ω >< Ω|
(
~B0, ~q0
)
+ ~tl1 >∑Nd
l=1 <
(
~B0, ~q0
)
+ ~tl|Ω >< Ω|
(
~B0, ~q0
)
+ ~tl >
(95)
and when Rk |Ω〉 = eiωk |Ω〉 , M
(
~B0, ~q0
)
satisfies all the requirements about
the reduced matrix M( ~B0, ~q0) of the projector on the T
2N/G, This is the
27
GHS construction [39]. We can construct the closed solution of the projec-
tors in terms of hyper elliptic function, we will study this question in the
sequel.
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